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NOMENCLATURE
A Detector area
e Electronic charge
E Emitted energy of alpha particle
E Root-mean-squared voltage at amplifier output
E Mean, or most probably alpha particle energy
E Mean energy of alpha particles after traversing the source
window
f Frequency
F Fano factor
2
F Space charge smoothing factor
FWHM Full-width at half-maximum
G Frequency independent amplifier gain
g Vacuum tube mutual conductancem
2
<i > Mean squared value of the current i
I Vacuum tube mean anode current
a
I, Detector leakage current
I Vacuum tube grid current
k Boltzmann's constant
k f Dielectric constant of silicon
p(E) Probability density per unit energy
PHA Pulse-height analyzer
Q Total charge collected in the detector per incident particle
R Total amplifier input shunt resistance
RMS Root-mean-squared
Vlll
T Temperature
t Detector collection time
c
t
1
Mean free carrier time
2
<v > Mean squared value of the voltage v
V,
.
Detector bias voltagebias &
VTVM Vacuum tube voltmeter
w Mean energy required to produce one ion pair (electron-hole
pair) in silicon
window Thin alpha particle absorbing material
W Energy of alpha particle entering sensitive region of the
detector
W,
,
Detector depletion depth
e Base of natural logarithms (2.718)
e, E' /E
1 o o
a Standard deviation
a Variance
EC Total amplifier input capacitance
x Amplifier time constant
w Angular frequency
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor detectors have become an important tool in charged
particle energy spectroscopy. For some uses these devices have been shown
to possess energy resolution characteristics second only to mass spec-
trographs. However, mass spectrographs suffer from high cost and low count-
ing efficiency, shortcomings not characteristic of semiconductor detectors.
Lithium-drifted semiconductor detectors have been shown to possess
good energy resolution at room temperature and relatively thick sensitive
regions to absorb the energy of high energy charged particles. They suffer
from charge collection difficulties and a relatively high noise level com-
pared to other types of semiconductor detectors. A brief discussion of
lithium-drifted detectors is given in Appendix A.
Goulding and Hansen (10) have studied the effect of detector and am-
plifier noise on the energy resolution of semiconductor junction radiation
detectors. Monteith (18) has correlated detector leakage current with de-
tector noise in lithium-drifted semiconductor detectors and predicted the
effect of this noise upon detector energy resolution. Masuda and Takeda (17)
have studied the problem of leakage current and noise in surface barrier
type semiconductor detectors.
The purpose of this work is to study the energy resolution of a lithium-
drifted semiconductor detector and its associated electronics to 5.477 MeV
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alpha particles from an Am source. The effects on resolution of varying
the detector bias voltage, amplifier time constant, and detector temperature
were studied. Theoretical expressions were reviewed for the resolution
degradation due to amplifier noise, detector noise, particle statistics, and
detector "window". These expressions were used with a given value for the
alpha particle source self-absorption to predict the full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of an alpha particle energy spectrum. Theoretical values
of the amplifier and detector noise and FWHM of the alpha spectrum were
compared with experimental values.
2.0 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Theory of Energy Resolution Spreading
In an experiment designed to measure the energy of monoenergetic
alpha particles, the following events occur. Alpha particles impinging
on the detector release charge in proportion to the incident alpha par-
ticle energy absorbed. Associated electronic equipment convert the
charge pulses to voltage pulses, amplify, and further process the signal.
A multichannel pulse-height analyzer (PHA) sorts the amplified voltage
pulses according to height (magnitude of voltage) and stores this infor-
mation. Pulse heights are assumed to be proportional to the alpha par-
ticle energies. Ideally, for monoenergetic incident alpha particles, an
energy distribution similar to Fig. (1) would be expected. All particles
would be of energy E . In practice, this degree of energy resolution is
never achieved. The actual results of the experiment described above are
shown in Fig. (2). It can be seen in Fig. (2) that all alpha particles
counted by the multichannel analyzer do not have the same energy. There
is now a "spread" or distribution of energies. E corresponds to the mean,
or most probable energy.
Resolution, as defined for this study is a measure of the width of
the distribution of Fig. (2). Energy resolution spreading refers to var-
ious effects acting to increase the width of the energy distribution.
Good resolution generally means a narrow energy distribution, and poor
resolution refers to a relatively wide energy distribution exhibiting much
energy resolution spreading.
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Fig. 1. Ideal Alpha Particle Energy Distribution
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Fig. 2. Actual Alpha Particle Energy Distribution
Many effects contribute to the energy resolution spreading of
spectra represented by Fig. (2). These effects, to be discussed later
in detail, include alpha source self-absorption, detector "window"
energy loss, particle statistics in the detector, and spurious elec-
trical noise generated in the detector and amplifier. It will be assumed
that each of the effects contributing to the resolution spreading are
distributed according to the normal distribution. This assumption will
be examined in detail for each resolution spreading effect. The normal
distribution function, p(E), is the probability per unit incremental
energy that the contribution for each effect to the measured particle
energy will lie between E and E + dE.
_ 2
p(E) = -^— exp { ^E)_ } ^ (1)
/~2tto- 2o 2
where E = mean particle energy,
o = standard deviation.
E corresponds to the most probable energy contribution. The standard
deviation is a measure of the distribution width.
The normal distribution is subject to the normalization condition
p(E)dE = 1 (2)
since the probability that E will assume some value between negative
infinity and infinity is unity.
Each normally distributed spreading effect previously mentioned is
characterized by a normal distribution such as Eq. (1). Each has its own
characteristic mean energy E, and standard deviation, a. It can be shown
that the total resolution spreading due to all effects is also character-
ized by a normal distribution with a characteristic E and a (see Appendix
B):
total = [I a.
2
]
172
, (3)
where a. = standard deviation of the i , resolution spreading dis-
1 th
tribution.
W" pi- w
where E. = mean energy of the i , resolution spreading distribution.
The particle energy distribution curve exhibited in Fig. (2) is a normal
distribution incorporating the total energy resolution spreading due to
the effects previously mentioned. Fig. (3) illustrates the spreading due
to several effects. Curve A is the unspread distribution similar to Fig.
(1). Curve B represents the resulting distribution of Curve A and a
spreading effect such as input resistance noise in the amplifier with
E = and a characteristic a. Curve C represents distribution B further
spread by absorption in the detector window. The mean of the distribution
representing detector window energy loss is greater than zero.
The total standard deviation of the particle energy spectrum is re-
lated to the full-width of the peak at half of the maximum peak height
(FWHM) by the following relationship (see Appendix C)
:
FWHM =2.35 a . (5)
Thus .the FWHM decreases as the standard deviation decreases.
The standard deviation of the energy resolution spreading distri-
bution due to each previously mentioned noise effect can be predicted in
terms of its RMS voltage appearing at the amplifier output. A quantity
of charge can be determined x^hich, if released at the amplifier input,
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Fig. 4. Energy Distribution of Uncollimated Alpha Particles
from a Point Monoenergetic Source After Traversing
a Thin Absorber
will produce a pulse at the amplifier output whose maximum amplitude is
equal to the RMS value of the noise at the amplifier output. The charge
can then be expressed in terms of the energy of an ionizing particle
traversing the detector and releasing the given charge. The standard
deviation of this equivalent particle energy is the standard deviation
(in units of energy) of the energy resolution spreading distribution due
to the noise effect of interest. This procedure is described in detail
later in this work.
The standard deviations of the energy resolution spreading distri-
butions due to source self-absorption, detector window, and particle
statistics are determined later in this work.
2.2 Particle Statistics in the Detector
An important resolution spreading effect is that due to fluctuations
in N, the number of ion pairs produced by an alpha particle in the sensi-
tive region of the detector. Alpha particles lose energy in absorbers by
excitation and ionization of the absorber atoms. The energy loss occurs
by the interaction of the coulomb field of the alpha particles with those
of the bound electrons of the absorber. Since the mass of alpha particles
is much greater than that of the bound electrons, the alpha particles are
not deflected significantly from their original paths. The alpha parti-
cles are finally brought to rest by a large number of small energy losses
of varying magnitudes. There are variations in both the number of ion
pairs produced and in the amount of energy transfer per event (21) . If
each ionizing event is independent of the others, p(N)dN, the probability
of producing exactly N ion pairs per incident particle in an incremental
dN, varies according to the Poisson distribution (25):
pOOdB - ' ',, " , (7)
where N = mean or average number of ion pairs produced per incident
alpha particle.
Eq. (7) applies only for integral values of N.
The standard deviation in N for the Poisson distribution is (21)
o - »T" . (8)N
For the special case of N large and |N - N|<<N, the Poisson distribution
is approximated well by the continuous normal distribution, and the
standard deviation of the normal distribution is approximated by (21)
°N =
V^
_
*
(9)
The signal produced by the detector due to an incident alpha parti-
cle releasing N ion pairs is an induced charge Q given by the expression
Q - Ne , (10)
where e = electronic charge (Coulomb)
.
It is assumed that all of the ion pairs released in the detector contribute
to the signal Q. If the ionization process is characterized by completely
independent events, the standard deviation in Q is
aQ e
^~¥~
• (ID
Fano (8) has shown that when ionization along the entire particle range is
considered, the ionization events should not be treated as entirely inde-
pendent. The relationship between the true standard deviation and that pre-
dicted by Eq. (9) is (5)
°FN
=
^F? • (12 >
where F = Fano factor (usually determined empirically)
.
The Fano factor for silicon detector material has been determined to be
0.07 (14).
The standard deviation in Q becomes
a
FQ
= ev^FN~ • (13)
N can be expressed in terms of the incident alpha particle energy:
I-S
.
(14)
w
where W = incident alpha particle energy (keV)
,
w = mean energy required to produce one ion pair in silicon
(keV/ion pair)
.
For 5 MeV alpha particles in silicon, w is 3.61 + .01 eV/ion pair (5).
By substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), the standard deviation of
charge is obtained:
a - = e/FW/w . (15)
This standard deviation in Q must be converted to a standard deviation
in units of energy. This is accomplished by multiplying both sides of
Eq. (15) by ~ (5), thus
a t . , = /m . (16)particle
statistics
2.3 Incomplete Charge Collection
Incomplete charge collection can affect adversely the resolution of
a solid state detector. Ion pairs produced in the detector fail to reach
the collecting electrodes by two mechanisms: trapping and recombination.
These two mechanisms occur at trapping and recombination centers which
are localized detector crystal impurities or imperfections. These centers
have associated with them energy levels in the forbidden energy gap of the
11
detector material. Densely ionizing alpha particles produce large numbers
of ion pairs in a very localized area in the detector. Before the detect-
or electric field can separate the positive and negative charges, some of
the charges may become immobilized at the recombination centers. An
oppositely charged carrier also can be immobilized at the recombination
center and recombine with the original immobilized charge carrier. This
eliminates the contribution of the ion pair to the detector signal. Since
the recombination centers are scattered randomly in the detector,
fluctuations develop in the amount of recombined charge. The appearance
of fluctuations depends on whether or not ion pairs are released near a
recombination center. The fluctuations contribute to the energy resolution
spreading by producing variations in the number of ion pairs collected and
thus in pulse height at the amplifier output and measured particle energy.
Energy resolution deterioration due to recombination has been predicted
qualitatively to be important for lithium-ion-drifted detectors (5) . In-
creasing the detector electric field (by increasing the detector bias vol-
tage) will reduce recombination losses by reducing the time available for
recombination to take place (2)
.
After the detector electric field has separated them, the positive
and negative charge carriers may become immobilized at trapping centers in
the detector. A charge carrier may be trapped for an indefinite length of
time. It may be released, to contribute to the detector signal, and subse-
quently be trapped again. It will contribute a fluctuating component to
the detector signal, or, if trapped for a time comparable with the ampli-
fier time constant of differentiation, contribute nothing to the signal.
Trapped charge reduces the detector internal electric field and aggravates
further the charge collection problem.
12
2.4 Fluctuations of the Energy Loss
for an Alpha Particle
Traversing a Thin Absorber
A very important contributor to the energy resolution spreading is
•the detector "window" effect. This effect appears when an alpha particle
traverses a thin absorber before entering the sensitive volume of the de-
tector. Three opportunities exist for the window effect to become im-
portant. They are the alpha particle source self-absorption, the detector
insensitive region or window, and the energy loss in the medium existing
between the source and the detector. The standard deviation of the energy
loss distribution due to source self-absorption is generally specified by
the manufacturer. The third effect can be made negligible in a properly
designed experiment.
When an alpha particle passes through a thin absorber, it undergoes
a small energy loss. The mean value of this energy loss is AE. Consider-
able fluctuations of the energy loss occur about the mean energy loss.
Roux (22) has calculated and experimentally verified the shape of the en-
ergy loss distribution in thin absorbers. Roux found that the shape of
the energy distribution of alpha particles which had traversed a thin
absorber depended on the collimation of the alpha particle beam. For alpha
particles entering the absorber material from many different directions
prior to detection, the energy distribution of the exiting alpha parti-
cles resembled the distribution given in Fig. (A). If the alpha particles
are well collimated, the energy distribution may be approximated by a nor-
mal distribution. For 5 MeV alpha particles in a silicon absorber, Roux
calculated the standard deviation in the energy distribution to be
13
a = 0.01 (l-c,) 1/2 , (17)
s 1
E 1
where e n = —$.1 E
o
'
E' = mean alpha particle energy after traversing the absorber,
o
E = energy of the incident alpha particle.
Since a was derived in terms of the reduced energy, the standard deviation
s
in terms of true energy is
a . , = E [0.01(l- £l )
1/2
] . (18)
window o 1
2.5 Amplifier and Detector Equivalent Circuit
In order to analyze the energy resolution spreading due to amplifier
and detector noise, it is necessary to assume an equivalent circuit for
the combination of the detector, amplifier, and time constant circuitry.
Fig. (5) is an equivalent circuit recommended by Gillespie (9) for use with
ionization chamber detectors. The grid of the first vacuum tube in the am-
plifier is considered to be connected to terminal A of Fig. (5). (£C)
represents the total input capacitance of the amplifier including the
capacitance of the detector, detector-to-amplifier coaxial cable, grid to
cathode capacitance of the first vacuum tube, and stray capacitance.
R represents the total amplifier input shunt resistance due to the parallel
combination of the amplifier input resistance and detector resistance. The
input terminals of the amplifier are at A and A' of Fig. (5). C and R
comprise the time constant circuit of differentiation. This circuit deter-
mines the lower-frequency cutoff of the amplifier and is used to improve
the time resolution of the system. Time resolution refers to the maximum
number of pulses per unit time the amplifier can handle and still maintain
A
o
R
6
A'
ne
R,
B
R„
2 «
Gain
G
o
- c„
n 2
c
Fig. 5. Equivalent Circuit of the Detector, Amplifier, and Time
Constant Circuitry
(EC)
Voltage
Time
Fig. 6. Theoretical Voltage Pulse from the Detector
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linearity between the input and output signal amplitude. Gillespie (9)
gives a more detailed description of the use of the differentiating cir-
cuit.
C„ and R_ comprise the circuit of the time constant of integration.
This circuit determines the upper-frequency cutoff of the amplifier and'
affects the rise and delay time of the pulses. Further information con-
cerning the use of this circuit may be found in Price (21). It may be
assumed that the two time constant circuits operate independently of each
other since in practice they are located in isolated stages of the ampli-
fier (9). G represents the gain of the amplifier. G is assumed to
remain constant over the whole frequency spectrum. The time constant cir-
cuits of t
1
(R
1
C
1
) and t 9 (R 9C„) determine the frequency response of the am-
plifier.
Goulding and Hansen (10) have suggested that the equivalent circuit
of Fig. (5) may be used for solid-state junction detectors with the
qualification that the junction detector has a lower impedance, greater
capacitance, and higher leakage current than the ionization chamber. It
will be assumed that the equivalent circuit applies to the lithium-drifted
silicon detector of interest in this work.
In energy spectrometry, where maximum energy resolution is the prime
consideration, the time constant of differentiation, t
, is set equal
to the time constant of integration, t . This is done to approximate the
condition of minimum total amplifier noise (7). This arrangement is not
satisfactory if good time resolution is needed.
2.6 Detector Signal
The input pulse signal from the detector to the amplifier at
A - A' in Fig. (5) is assumed to rise linearly from zero to a voltage of
16
V = Q/(EC) in a time t as shown in Fig. (6). Q is the total charge
collected in the detector per incident particle. V is assumed to remain
o
constant for a time which is long compared to t (9) . A more detailed
description of the actual input signal has been given by Price (21)
.
The collection time of the detector, t , is defined as the longest
possible transit time for the slowest charge carriers to be collected
(25). The actual collecting time may vary with alpha particle energy as
will the shape of the signal at A - A' . In order to obtain strict
linearity with energy, the differentiating time constant should be greater
than five times the maximum collecting time (25)
.
2.7 Energy Resolution Spreading
Due to Amplifier and Detector Noise
The important contributions to energy resolution spreading due to
noise are the amplifier input resistance noise, tube shot noise, tube
flicker or /_ noise, tube grid current noise, detector generation-
recombination noise, and / f detector noise. Vacuum tube noise contri-
butions are considered from only the first tube in the amplifier. The
gain of subsequent tubes in the amplifier renders this noise more import-
ant than that generated in later stages. Input resistance noise results
from a more basic phenomenon called Johnson or thermal noise. Thermal
noise arises from the random motion of the free electrons in a conductor.
These charge movements are minute fluctuating currents and give rise to
small voltage fluctuations as measured across the ends of the conductor.
The mean, or average value of this voltage with respect to time, is zero.
However, the mean squared noise voltage in a bandwidth df measured across
a conductor of resistance R is not zero and is given by the expression (16)
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< v^ (f ) > df = 4kTRdf , (19)
where k = Boltzmann's constant
(1.37 * 10-23 j ules/°K),
T = conductor temperature ( K)
,
R = conductor resistance equal to amplifier
input resistance (ohms)
.
The conductor may be considered to he equivalent to a noise source gen-
erating a mean square voltage of magnitude 4kTRdf in a bandwidth
(frequency) of df . This voltage may be considered to act in series with
a noiseless resistor of resistance R equal to the amplifier input resis-
tance. This treatment follows directly from Thevinin's theorem. The
equivalent circuitry is shown in Fig. (7).
The thermal noise has a "white" spectrum. That is, the noise power
is uniformly distributed over a large frequency band which includes fre-
quencies of interest in this work (9) . The thermal noise generator in
Fig. (7) is shunted by the capacitance (ZC) . This capacitance serves to
shunt the higher frequency voltage components and acts as a frequency de-
pendent potentiometer. The mean squared thermal noise voltage in a band-
width df appearing across the capacitance (£C) at A - A' is (5)
2,_. ,_ AkTRdf ,__.
< v (f)> df = » • (2°)
l+[wR(EC)j
Since the angular frequency
w = 2-rrf
,
(21)
and
df - |f , C22)
18
R
<v (f) > df = 4kTHdf
Fig. 7. Equivalent Circuit of the Thermal Noise Generator
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Eq. (20) may be expressed as the mean squared thermal noise voltage in an
angular frequency bandwidth d^:
2/ x , 4kTRdco /oox
< v (w) >dw = ~— . (23)
27r{l+[uR(EC)] }
Since coR(ZC) is much greater than 1 (10),
<v (w)> dco = —= X . (24)
C
7TU) R(EC)
The mean squared spectral densities of the other noise contributors will
be discussed before further use is made of Eq. (24).
Tube shot noise is the name applied to the fluctuations about the
mean vacuum tube anode current. These fluctuations are caused by the
random emission of electrons from the heated cathode. When all of the
electrons emitted are collected by the anode, the mean squared anode
fluctuation current in a bandwidth df is given by (23)
<i
2 (f)> df = 2el df
, (25)
s a
where e = electronic charge (Coulombs)
,
I = mean anode current (Amperes)
This expression is valid over the frequency range of interest in this
work (9). In practical vacuum tube circuits, the tube is operated under
space charge limited conditions. That is, the cathode emission may be
many times greater than the anode current. The fluctuations in the anode
current are similarly reduced and
20
<i
2
(f)> df = 2el F 2 df, (26)
s a sc
2 2
where F = space charge smoothing factor (F <1)
.
s c sc
2
For low power receiving type vacuum tubes, F is approximated by (9)
^°' 12gm
.
(27)
sc —=
a
where g = tube mutual conductance.
°m
Eq. (26) may be expressed in terms of a voltage fluctuation instead of a
current fluctuation:
? 2el F
2
df
V(f)> df = |~S£
. (28)
8m
Eq. (27) may be substituted into Eq. (28) with the result
2,._ N , r . 0.24 edf / nn \
<v (f)> df = . (29)
s 8mm
Eq. (29) may be expressed in terms of the incremental angular frequency, di
•<v
2
(W )> da) = ^i2-^. (30)
Eq. (30) expresses the mean squared shot noise voltage fluctuation in
an angular frequency bandwidth dco (9) .
Vacuum tube flicker noise, or /- noise, is a fluctuation of the
anode current and has its greatest contribution at low frequencies. It is
thought to be caused by the random appearance of impurity centers on the
surface of the cathode, affecting electron emission in the impurity areas
(9). The mean squared flicker noise voltage fluctuation in a frequency
bandwidth df is given approximately by (11)
21
-13
<v
f
(f)> df = —
-|
. (31)
Eq. (31) is a valid expression for the vacuum tube /_ noise for the
frequency range in which this noise component is an important noise
contribution (9) . This expression may be given in terms of the angular
frequency, id:
-13
2. . .10 ' dco ,,_,.
<v.(co)> dco = . (32)
I CO
Eq.'s (30) and (32), which represent the mean squared voltage fluctuations
in an angular frequency bandwidth dco due to tube shot and tube flicker
noise, express the noise generated inside the first vacuum tube. These
expressions represent equivalent voltages appearing at A - A' ; however,
the input resistance and capacitance do not act as a voltage shunt for
these noise signals.
Current may flow in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube. This grid
current results from grid capture of cathode electrons and capture of
positive ions produced by electron collisions with residual gas atoms in
the tube envelope. The mean squared grid current fluctuations in a fre-
quency bandwidth df is given by (9)
<i
2 (f)> df = 2el df . (33)
g g
The impedance in the grid circuit consists of the capacity (^C) in par-
allel with the total shunt resistance R. The spectral density of the mean
squared shot effect voltage fluctuations due to the grid current is (9)
2
<v
2 (f)> df = 2el —
-
7 /f T . (34)S 8
'l+coV(EC) Z
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The frequency dependence of Eq. (34) may be replaced by the angular fre-
quency yielding
2
el R dto
<v (u)> dec = —§- . =--,-= . (35)
8
TT 1+wVC^C)
Since
w
2
R
2 (ZC) 2 » 1
,
(36)
9 el dw
<v (w)> da> = —
§
9 . (37)8 irw (EC)
Eq. (37) gives the mean squared voltage fluctuations due to grid current
in an angular frequency bandwidth dw. This mean squared voltage acts at
A - A T in Fig. (5).
Noise due to the lithium-drifted silicon detector comes from sev-
eral sources: thermal noise, leakage current shot noise, generation-
recombination noise, and excess, or / , noise. The thermal noise gen-
erated has been included in Eq.'s (19) to (24) since the detector resis-
tance was included in the total amplifier input resistance R. Shockley
(24) has described a temperature correction for Eq. (19) to compensate for
the absorption by electrons in the detector material of energy of the de-
tector electric field. This correction was not used in this work since
resistance noise is a very minor contributor to the total detector noise.
The detector leakage current is closely associated with detector
noise. The leakage current is believed to come from three sources (17):
diffusion current due to the diffusion of minority carriers into the de-
pletion region, the space charge generating current due to the production
of charge carriers by thermal generation at recombination centers in the
depletion zone, and the surface leakage current. Generally, the diffusion
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current is much smaller than the other currents. The surface current may
be the major contributor to the reverse current (17).
The detector leakage current can be responsible for three dif-
ferent types of noise: shot noise, generation-recombination noise, and
excess, or / , noise. The mean squared shot noise current fluctuation
is derived in the same manner as Eq. (25). Substituting the relationship
df = ^ (38)
into Eq. (25) yields
. e I du
<i
Z
(u))> dw =
,
(39)
s j *. adet
where I, = mean detector leakage current (Amperes).
The mean squared voltage fluctuation in an angular frequency bandwidth dw
appearing across the amplifier input capacitance (EC) is given by (10)
2
el, dw
<v (w) > doj = —r— — ' (40)
det tto) (icr
Generation-recombination noise occurs when pairs of carriers in
the depletion region of the detector recombine and regenerate at trapping
sites in the crystal. The mean free time of the carriers, t
,
is the mean
lifetime of a carrier between generation and recombination. If t- is less
than the detector collection time, t
,
generation and recombination can be
an important contributor to fluctuations in the detector leakage current.
Prediction of generation-recombination noise is usually treated in a manner
similar to that of shot noise. Dearnaley and Northrop (5) have suggested
that generation-recombination noise and shot noise of a detector may be
mutually exclusive. The shot noise formula gives a maximum contribution
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to the noise when no correlation exists between the carriers. Generation-
recombination effects act to correlate the carriers and reduce shot noise
while increasing generation-recombination noise. In this work, shot noise
is assumed to be the dominant effect. The mean carrier lifetime is assumed
to be the dominant effect. The mean carrier lifetime is assumed to be
less than the collection time. The expression for full shot noise is used
since it is assumed to compensate somewhat for generation-recombination
effects
.
Monteith (18) has found that for moderate detector bias voltages,
detector noise was predicted well by the shot noise contribution of the
leakage current. As the detector bias was increased, the leakage current
appeared to approach a saturation. As bias voltage was further increased,
the detector leakage current and noise began to sharply increase. Monteith
1
attributed the increase in noise to /_ noise which has a more pronounced
effect at lower frequencies. Often / f noise is the most important de-
tector noise contributor (5) . It may be reduced by reducing the low fre-
quency response of the amplifier. Van der Ziel (26) treats the problem of
/_ noise in detail.
Expressions have been derived for the mean squared voltage fluctu-
ation in an angular frequency bandwidth dto for each important noise con-
tributor. These noise components have been assumed to appear at terminals
A - A' of Fig. (5). It is desired to find the total contribution of these
components at C - C T . The attenuation of the time constant of different-
iation to sinusoidal voltage components is
2 2
1 +
"
T
1/2
[ 2 2 t' •
to T
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The attenuation of sinusoidal voltage components by the time constant of
integration is (9)
. 2 2 1/2
[ 1 + 0) T J
The signal at C - C of Fig. (5) differs from that at B - B' only by the
amplifier gain, G . Therefore, a generalized expression for the total
mean squared voltage at C - C' due to each noise component appearing at
A - A* can be written:
2 2
<VT> = Gi o
9
2 2
1
<vf (u>)> [
-^y-T ] I jr-ji ] du> , (41)1
(1+0) T ) (1+00 T )
2
where < v.(oj) > doj = the mean squared voltage fluctuation in an
angular frequency bandwidth doj due to the i ,
noise component appearing at A - A',
t = amplifier time constant.
With Eq. (41), a list of mean squared voltage contributions can be
compiled using the mean squared spectral densities already calculated:
Amplifier input resistance thermal noise,
2 . 2 f 2kT , oj t
2
,
r
1 , . ,._.
<v > = G —= ? [
—
J [ ?
-T- ] dto , (42)Z
° J ttu R(ZC) (1+oit) (1+0) t )
or
9 G kTx
Z
2R (ZC)
Tube shot noise,
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2 . Jl | 0.12e
<v > = G
S O
J TTg
2 2
CO T
] [2 2 J u 22
m (1+co t ") (1+co t )
] dw , (44)
or
s
,030 G e
o
V
(45)
Tube / noise,
<vr > = Gf o
9 f in-13 2 2
[ "V, ] [? 2 l 2 2
(1+a, t) (1+coV) ] do, , (46)
or
<v
2
> = 5 x 10"14 G 2
r o
(47)
Tube grid current noise,
2 • o2<v > = G
8 o
2 2
el r CO T -, r
g L o-^r J I
2, 2 (1+co
2
t
2
) (1+co
2
t
2
)
O TTCO (EC)
-] dco,
(48)
or
,
G
2
el t2 . o e
<v > = ^
g 4(EC)^
(49)
Detector shot noise,
2 • „2
<v > = G
det
; el
,
2 2
9 r _5_1 i r
2, „ N 2
l Ml 2 2. J i
uco (SC) (1+co T )
2 2
(1+co t )
- ] d (
(50)
or
o
G el , t
2 o d
<V > = ~
Sdet 4(EC)
(51)
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It is necessary to determine the amplifier input signal which would
produce a maximum output at C - C in Fig. (5) equal to the total mean
squared noise voltage of each energy resolution spreading component.
The maximum signal voltage at C - C' is related to the maximum signal at
B - B' by the relationship
VCC
= G
o V' ' (52)
max max
where G = frequency independent amplifier gain.
The relationship between the maximum pulse voltages at B - B' and
A - A' are governed by the time constants of differentiation and inte-
gration. The circuit of Fig. (8) is useful in determining the ratio of
V^^. to V... . This circuit represents the amplifier time constants
BB AA r r
max max
of differentiation and integration as shown in Fig. (5). A time dependent
voltage source e.(t) is shown connected to the input of the differentiating
circuit. The two time constant circuits act independently and
T = R
1
C
1
- R
2
C
2
. (53)
The input function to the circuit of Fig. (8), e. (t) , is assumed to
"1
be similar to the function shown in Fig. (6):
where
V V
e
i
(t) =
~f ' t " "T (t
~ t
c
)u(t - t
c
)
'
(54)
1 c c
v =-3-V
o (EC) '
t = detector collecting time,
c
to
u(t-t ) =
c
for t<t
c
>
1 for t>t
~ c
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e. (t)
~wv~
1 e (t) e (t)
1 2
C e (t)
°2
Fig. 8. Circuit Used to Determine V__, /V. .
.
BB AA
max max
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Kirchoff T s voltage law may be used on the differentiation circuit of
Fig. (8) yielding
i r
(55)e, (t) =
1
±
1
(t)dt + i
1
(t)R .
Since
i
i
(t)
" IT . (56)
q l
dq
l
(57)
and
dq.
e^ (t) = Ri (t) = K-rrf
o.. 1 at (58)
The Laplace transforms of Eqs. (57) and (58) are
Q,(s)
E
±
(s) =
—
£— + RsQ
1
(s) (59)
and
which yield
E^ (s) = RsQ-,(s)
°1 X
(60)
E
o
(s)
°1 RsQ1 (s)
E. (s) Q 1
(s)
+ RsQ
1
(s)
(61)
or
E„ (s) = E, (s) . -
°1 ^ * (s + 1/t) (62)
E. (s) , the Laplace transform of e. (t) , is
V , V -st c
Ei/s; t * 2 t ' 2
1 c s c s
(63)
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Eq. (63) may be substituted into Eq. (62) yielding
V
o -
1
e"
St
c
E
0l
(s)
"
~t~
[
s(s.+1/t) ~ "sTs+lTt)-1 *
1 c
(64)
The Kirchoff's voltage law equation of the integration circuit
is
e^Ct) -i
2
(OR +
c
i
2
(t)dt . (65)
Since
e, (t) = e^ (t)
,i
2 0l
(66)
and
dq
9
Eq. (65) becomes
dq
2 q 2
(68)
The output voltage of the integration circuit is given by
1
i
2
(t)dt
, (69)
or
e
n
(t) = -*- .
o^ C
(70)
The Laplace transforms of Eq.'s (68) and (70) are
Q 2 (s)
E (s) = RsQ„(s) + —jr— (71)
and
E
n
(s) =
-V-o C (72)
Therefore,
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E (s)
°2
E (s)
°1
Q2 (s)
RsQ
2
(s) + Q2 (s)
(73)
or
E_ (s) =
1/t
(s+1/t) E_ (s)~
2 v~--, w
~
±
Eq. (64) may be substituted into Eq. (74):
(74)
V
E (s) = —
-
°2 Tt
-st.
[
c s(s+1/t) 2 s(s+1/t) 2
] • (75)
The inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (75) is
TV
eQ (t)
= -a
°2 lc
(t-t )e~t/T etc/x
n . -t/t -t/i, f . . . M
U
c
;
-t/r t C/T,(1-te -e ) -u(t-t ) [1- e e ' j
c T
T
(76)
where t = R C,
for t < t
u(t-t ) = •
c
1 for t > t
— c
The maximum value of the function e,. (t) occurs after t = t (9) .
°2
The maximum value is obtained by differentiating Eq. (76) with respect to
time, setting the result equal to zero, solving for t , and substituting^ D max c
t into Eq. (76)
:
max n
-a tch
max
_
__r '. e [-(a+1) + e (a+1 - 7> 3 (77)
where a =
r(l-e Cc/t)
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If t /t is small, Eq. (77) reduces to
e
°2
max = .368 . (78)
V
o
The quantity e /V is identical to the ratio of the maximum
nnax
voltage appearing at B - B T in Fig. (5) to the maximum voltage appearing
at A - A' due to the input signal of Fig. (6) at A - A'. Therefore,
V
BB' *
-
368 V
AA' •
(79)
max max
Eq. (79) may be substituted into Eq. (52) yielding
VCC * - 368Go VAA' • (80)
max max
If the input signal V.. f is a small pulse of charge Q across the ampli-
fier input capacitance (EC)
,
.368 Q G
v
cc "—oc")- • <81 >
max
Therefore, the mean squared detector charge input at A - A' producing a
maximum signal equal to the mean squared voltage of the i
fc
v energy resol-
ution spreading component (due to noise) at the amplifier output is
2 2
,
< v; > czcr
< of > = —y T ' (82)1
G (.368)
o
2
where < v. > = i t , mean squared noise component voltage at C-C'
2
The quantity < Q. > may be expressed in terms of the mean squared energy
2
required to release < Q. > in a silicon detector:
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t.2
< E. >
1
-2 w
(83)
where w = 3.61 eV/electron-hole pair in silicon for 5 MeV alpha
particles,
-19
e = 1.6 x 10 Coulomb/electron-hole pair.
Eq. (82) may be substituted into Eq. (83) yielding
< e: > =
X
2 2 2
< v. > (EC) W
2 n 2
G
Z
e (.368)^
o
(84)
According to Taylor (25) , the mean squared noise (in this case
converted to units of energy squared) of the i , resolution spreading
2
noise component is equal to the variance, a. , of that component. There-
fore,
2 „2
a. = < E. >
i i
(85)
or
2 =
2 2 2
< v^ > (EC) wZ
2 2 2
G
Z (.368r e Z
o
(86)
The total variance due to all noise components is given by
. (EC)' w
total 2. co >2 2 L.G (.368) e l
noxse o
2
< v. >
i
(87)
or
FWHM
total
noise
= 2.35
7.38(ZC) 2 w2 v 2
„
2 2
G e
o
1/2
(88)
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2.8 Summary of Theoretical Expressions
Eq. (88) gives the expected FWHM of an alpha particle energy
spectrum assuming only amplifier and detector noise. To this expres-
sion must be added the variances due to source self-absorption, de-
tector window, and particle statistics:
FWHM .* 2.35 {total
7.38(EC) 2 w2 v 2 _,_ 2
^
—
^ )<v.> + o
r 1
o self- window statistics
absorption
2 2
source detector particle
1/2
(89)
or
FWHM , =2.35
total
7.38(ZC) 2 w2
[
kTr
2R(EC) 8mT
+
^3e
+ 5 x lO"
14
^-=- (I +1,) ] + a
2
+a
2
^ + FwW
2 g d source detector4(ZC)
self- window
absorption
1/2
keV (90)
where
-19
e = 1.59 x 1Q Coulomb/electron,
F = Fano factor of silicon (.07),
m
= mutual conductance of the first vacuum tube in the pre-
amplifier (Amperes /Volt)
,
55 detector leakage current (Amperes),
-9
= tube grid current (2 * 10 A)
,
k - 1.37 x 10
23
Joules/°K,
R = total amplifier input resistance (Ohms)
,
T = ambient temperature of amplifier and detector ( K)
,
_3
w = 3.61 ± .01 x 10 keV/ion pair for 5 MeV alpha particles in
silicon,
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W = energy of alpha particle incident into the sensitive region
of the detector (keV)
,
2
a = [see Appendix (E)],
detector
window
2
a = "[see Appendix (D)],
source
self-absorption
(EC) = total amplifier input capacitance (Farads)
,
T = amplifier time constant (seconds)
.
The expression for the FWHM due to only amplifier noise is obtained
from Eq. (90) by deleting the detector shot noise term, the particle sta-
tistics term, the source self-absorption term, and the detector window
term:
FWHM
amplifier
noise
= 2.35 i
? 9 VTt
7.38(ZC) w [-
2R(EC)
+
^3e
+ 5xl0
-14
+
V
eil
4(ZC)
1/2
keV. (91)
)
The FWHM due to detector leakage current shot noise is obtained from Eq. (90)
by deleting all terms except the term involving detector leakage current:
FWHM, = 3.2w * I d
T/e
keV
.det (92)
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Theory
The following method of experimentally determining the energy
resolution spreading due to amplifier and detector noise is described
in Ref. (15). The FWHM contribution to the energy resolution due
to noise is determined by measuring the RMS noise voltage output
of the amplifier and applying an experimental calibration factor to
the results. The first step in this procedure is to calibrate the
mercury pulser (pulse generator) with respect to energy. The shape
of the pulse from the pulser is adjusted to correspond to previous
detector signal pulse shape assumptions.
If a known alpha particle energy spectrum is collected with a
PHA, a channel number corresponding to the mean particle energy can
be identified. The pulser calibration procedure involves determining
the amplitude of the pulser signal necessary for it to be sorted by
the PHA into the channel number corresponding to the mean alpha
particle energy.
The pulser pulse amplitude is determined by the dial setting of
the pulser potentiometer. It will be assumed [see Sect. (3.4)] that a
linear relationship exists between the pulser dial setting and the chan-
nel number that the pulser pulse is sorted into by the PHA. Therefore
by this method, the pulser dial is calibrated directly in units of par-
ticle energy.
The RMS voltage measured at the amplifier output (E ) is a meas-
RMb
ure of the standard deviation (a) of the energy resolution spreading dis-
tribution [see Eq. (85)]. This RMS voltage is related to a by the relation-
ship (15)
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1,13 E
RMS
Edial
, ,Q ~.
a = keV
,
(93)
E
ao
where E,. , = dial setting of pulser potentiometer in keV.dial
The quantity E is determined by measuring with an oscilloscope the
peak voltage of the pulser signal at the amplifier output due to a pul-
ser signal of amplitude E,. , . The factor 1.13 is a noise-to-RMS meterdial
correction for average-indicating RMS voltmeters (15)
.
Thus
2.35 (1.13) E E
FWHM =
RMS dial keV (94)
exp
E
ao
or
2.67 EL-..E,. ,
FWHM =
3?MS_dial
keV . (95)
exp
£
ao
The FWHM due to amplifier noise can be obtained by measuring E^,,^r J ° RMS
with a capacitance equal to the detector and detector-to-preamplifier
cable connected to the input of the amplifier. The total FWHM due to both
detector and amplifier noise can be obtained by measuring E^ with the de-
tector connected to the amplifier input.
Since the squared FWHM's are directly proportional to the variances,
assuming normally distributed energy resolution spreading distributions,
the FWHM due to detector noise only can be found by the relationship
(FWHM,, )
2
+ (FWHM )
2
= (FWHM J 2 (96)det amp total
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or
9 9 1 19
FWHM, = [(FWHM
-Y - (FWHM ) ] ' . (97)det total amp
The FWHM of an alpha particle energy spectrum is obtained by fitting
the PHA data (counts in each channel) to a Gaussian (normal) curve. The
FWHM is linearly related to the Gaussian fit parameter a [see Eq. (5)].
3.2 Apparatus
The equipment used to take data for this work was assembled as shown
in the schematic diagram, Fig. (9), and the photograph, Fig. (10). The
0/1
Americium-241 ( Am) source [see Fig. (11)] supplied 5.477 MeV alpha par-
ticles. It was specially prepared to have a very low self-absorption.
The manufacturer of the source advised that the typical energy spreading of
sources similar to the one used was 8 keV FWHM (6) . The lithium-drifted
silicon detector used [see Fig. (12)] had a depletion depth of 0.5 mm and
2
an area of 110 mm . The distance between the source and detector inside
the vacuum chamber was 4.5 cm. The vacuum chamber held the detector and
source in place and provided for electrical connection to the detector [see
Fig. (13)]. Chamber vacuum was maintained at approximately .02 Torr to
eliminate energy degradation of the alpha particles between the source and
detector (13) . The chamber also assured that moisture would not affect the
surface of the detector. A metal shutter was available in the chamber to
reduce radiation damage to the detector when the detector was not in use.
The detector was mounted on a copper plate, silver soldered to the top of
the vacuum chamber, which served as a heat sink. This heat sink was used
to cool the detector and stabilize its temperature. The temperature of the
heat sink was monitored with a Cu-Constantin thermocouple, potentiometer,
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•
Fig. 13. Uncovered Detector Vacuum Chamber Showing Alpha Particle Source,
Shutter, Detector, and Heat Sink
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and ice-water bath for the standard electrode. Chamber vacuum was main-
tained with a rotary mechanical vacuum pump. Chamber vacuum was monitored
with a thermocouple vacuum gauge and external readout device.
A charge sensitive preamplifier was used to amplify the detector
pulses and match the impedance of the amplifier. A separate power supply
was used for the preamplifier. The main amplifier added a further gain
to the signal and shaped the signal pulses by variable differentiation and
integration networks.
The detector reverse bias supply was built into the amplifier chassis.
The supply could deliver a bias voltage of either polarity of from zero to
1000 Volts potential. Detector leakage current was determined by measuring
the voltage drop across a 1 megohm standard resistor with a vacuum-tube-
voltmeter (VTVM) . Thus a voltage drop of 1 Volt across the resistor corres-
ponded to a leakage current of one microampere.
The output of the amplifier was available for analysis by each of
three instruments: an oscilloscope, a 100 channel PHA, and an RMS volt-
meter. The oscilloscope was used to view the shape of detector and test
pulses and to measure their zero-to-peak voltage. The PHA was used to re-
cord the number of particles having a pulse height in each of 100 voltage
increments. The PHA was used with an external data printer. The RMS volt-
meter was used to measure the root-mean-square noise voltages at the ampli-
fier output in various parts of the experimentation.
Test pulses were produced by the pulser. These pulses could be formed
with accurately determined amplitudes, rise times, widths, and frequencies.
An attenuator was used with the pulser for convenience in selecting pulse
amplitudes
.
In the final portion of the experimentation, the detector chamber was
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immersed in a large Dewar flask filled with ice-water [see Fig. (14)]. A
4096 channel analyzer [see Fig. (15)] in a 1024 channel configuration was
used in this part of the experimentation to achieve a smaller energy width
per channel and increased energy resolution.
A list of equipment used, with serial numbers, types, and manufac-
turers' names is given in Table (I).
3.3 Determination of Detector Capacitance
The capacitance of the detector was determined by two independent
methods. Technical Measurements Corp. (TMC) (21) gives the following equation
to be used for calculating the capacitance of their detectors:
m
1.1 k'A x IP"12
C
det 4TrtJ ' (98)
da
where k T = relative permittivity of silicon (12)
,
2
A = detector area (cm )
,
W, , = detector depletion depth (cm)
.
This equation expresses the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor. The
detector capacitance was calculated from this equation to be 23 pF (see
Appendix D)
.
A simple experimental technique described by Dearnaley and Northrop
(5) was employed to check the results of Eq. (98). The equipment used in
the capacitance determination of the detector is shown in Fig. (16). The
circuit of Fig. (17) was constructed. The detector is represented by its
capacitance C. . The voltage source V, . served as the detector reversedet & bias
bias supply. C, blocked the d.c. bias voltage V, . from the oscilloscope.rr J b ° bias
A voltage pulse of amplitude v from a pulser was fed through the known ca-
pacitance C . This deposited a quantity of charge vC on the detector- ca-
pacitance C . . A pulse of amplitudedet r
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Fig. 17. Circuit Used to Measure Detector Capacitance
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C
o
V = V -z
out ~ C,
^
(99)
det
was measured by the oscilloscope. The circuit was calibrated by substi-
tuting known values of capacitance for the detector and measuring the re-
sulting output pulse amplitude. The results of this calibration are shown
in Fig. (18). These results were fitted by a linear least-squares analysis
and found to be represented by the equation
C = 261. - 57.3 v (pF.)
.
(100)
The detector was then substituted for the calibration capacitance. Out-
put voltages (v ) were measured as the detector bias was varied, vv 6 out out
was found to remain relatively constant for the bias range of 20 to 100
Volts. This v was then substituted into Eq. (100) to yield a value of
out
detector capacitance of 24 pF. This value is in good agreement with that
predicted by Eq. (98).
3.4 Instrument Checkout and Calibration
Instruments requiring calibration were the HP (Hewlett-Packard) RMS
voltmeter, Heath VTVM, and the Tektronix oscilloscope. The calibration of
the RMS voltmeter was checked by a procedure recommended by the manufactur-
er. In this procedure, the RMS voltmeter was used to measure the root-mean-
square voltage of a standard 400 cps sinusoidal voltage of 0.3 Volts RMS.
No accurately calibrated sinusoidal voltage source was available. Therefore
a standard sine wave generator was accurately calibrated with respect to
sine wave amplitude by the following procedure. The pulse generator used
in the data collection part of this work had a pulse amplitude precision of
+ .5 per cent over the range from 0.1 Volts to 10.1 Volts. The pulse gen-
erator was adjusted to deliver a pulse amplitude of .424 Volts into an
oscilloscope. This voltage amplitude corresponded to the maximum amplitude
52
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of a sinusoidal voltage whose RMS value was 0.3 Volts. The sinusoidal
voltage generator output was adjusted until its maximum amplitude, as ob-
served in the oscilloscope, was equal to that of the pulse generator sig-
nal. It was estimated that the heights of the two signals were compared
by the oscilloscope trace to a least 1 per cent precision. The RMS
voltmeter was then adjusted until its meter displayed 0.3 Volts RMS when
connected to the calibrated sine wave generator.
The Heath VTVM was calibrated by measuring a voltage of approximately
1.5 Volts d.c. supplied by the Hewlett-Packard power supply. The power
supply voltage was accurately known by measurement with the EAI (Electronic
Associates Inc.) digital voltmeter whose precision was + .01 per cent.
After calibration, the precision of the Heath VTVM was at least + 3 per
cent of full scale (1)
.
The calibration of the oscilloscope was facilitated by a build-in
square wave generator. The generator supplied square wave signals of var-
ious amplitudes. The wave forms could be viewed on the oscilloscope and
the oscilloscope gain adjusted to give a calibrated trace deflection for
the known input signal amplitude. The oscilloscope, adjusted in this man-
ner, was capable of + 3 per cent precision (12).
The preamplifier was checked for low noise by measuring the output
noise voltage with the HP RMS voltmeter. The amplifier input was left un-
connected during this measurement. A low-noise first input vacuum tube
was selected by tube substitution.
A brief check of the PHA integral linearity was performed as follows:
The mercury pulser was used to generate pulses of four different heights
within the pulse height range of the PHA. The channel numbers into which
54
the pulses were sorted by the PHA were plotted vs. the PHA potentiometer
setting. Height of the generated pulses was assumed to be linear with
pulser potentiometer setting. A linear relationship was found between
pulse height and channel number {see Fig. (19)].
3.5 Procedure
The experimental procedure used in the accumulation of the data
consisted of the following sequential series of steps:
(1) The detector temperature was measured by monitoring the output
voltage of the thermocouple attached to the detector chamber.
(2) The alpha particle source (which had been covered to prevent
radiation damage to the detector) was uncovered.
(3) The VTVM monitoring the detector leakage current was cali-
brated to read zero Volts with no leakage current passing
through the one megohm standard resistance.
(4) The detector bias voltage was adjusted to the desired magni-
tude.
(5) The detector leakage current was measured by the voltage drop
appearing across the one megohm standard resistor.
(6) An alpha particle energy spectrum was accumulated in the PHA
during a time of 10 minutes. The PHA channel number was noted
in which the highest number of pulses was stored.
(7) The alpha source was covered by the movable shutter inside the
detector chamber.
(8) The RMS voltage appearing at the amplifier output was measured
with the RMS voltmeter.
(9) The detector bias was removed slowly. A capacitance simulating
the detector and cable capacitance (EC) was connected to the
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amplifier input.
(10) The RMS voltage appearing at the amplifier output was measured.
(11) The pulser signal amplitude was adjusted to correspond with the
mean alpha particle pulse height as measured by the PHA.
(12) The pulser potentiometer was adjusted to the pulse magnitude
which produced a pulse collected in channel number 90 of the
PHA.
(13) The pulser potentiometer was adjusted to the pulse magnitude
which produced a pulse collected in channel number 10 of the
PHA.
(14) The oscilloscope was calibrated.
(15) The pulser potentiometer was adjusted to produce a pulse corre-
sponding in magnitude to the mean alpha particle pulse height
(E .. ,). The magnitude of the pulse (E ) was measured at thedial 6 ^ ao
amplifier output with the oscilloscope.
(16) The detector was reconnected to the preamplifier.
This procedure was followed three times for each set of equipment con-
ditions. The detector bias voltage was varied from 10 to 100 Volts in
10 Volt increments for an amplifier time constant of 0.8 usee. For three
values of detector bias voltage (40, 70, and 100 Volts), the amplifier time
constant (x) was varied by a factor of 2. for each increment from 0.05 ysec.
to 3-2 ysec. All of these measurements were taken at room temperature
(298°K)
.
The last data were taken by making three procedure sequences with the
following equipment conditions: Detector bias = 100 Volts, t = 0.4 ysec,
and detector temperature approximately 10 C. An ice-water bath was used to
cool the detector chamber. Lower detector temperatures were attempted using
57
a dry ice and ethanol bath and a liquid nitrogen detector chamber bath.
The resulting lower temperatures tended to embrittle the sealing gasket on
the detector chamber and vacuum was quickly lost.
Noise data were converted to the FWHM's of energy resolution spread-
ing distributions according to Eq.'s (95) and (97). FWHM's of the alpha
particle energy spectra were obtained from a computer program which fit
Gaussian curves to the PHA data and gave values of the FWHM of each fit (3)
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Amplifier Noise Contribution to Energy-
Resolution Spreading
The amplifier noise contribution to the energy resolution spreading,
as predicted by Eq. (91), was plotted in Fig. (20) as a function of x, the
amplifier time constant. Experimental results are included for comparison.
The shape of the theoretical curve follows the data trend. In all cases,
experimental noise FWHM was greater than the theoretically predicted values.
However, agreement is good for large values of t. Eq. (91) predicts that
the terms for input resistance noise and grid current noise are important
for large values of x. However, tube shot noise is important for small
values of x. Also, it can be noted from Eq. (91) that the terms for input
resistance and grid current noise are independent of the quantity (ZC).
The shot noise term is proportional to the square of (ZC). The value of
(ZC) is probably the least well known of the quantities in Eq. (91). Its
total value was not measured, only the values of contributors to (ZC) such
as detector capacitance, were measured. Capacitance contributions from the
detector housing, cable connectors, etc. were estimated. Thus, error due
to the uncertainty of the value of (ZC) would appear only for low values of
x.
At large values of x, both input resistance noise and tube grid current
contributions to the total FWHM become much greater than that of 1/ noise.
Therefore, error due to the former two sources xrould be suspected. The de-
termination of the amplifier input resistance was based on the approximation
that this resistance was adequately represented by the parallel combination
of the detector resistance and the detector load resistance. The value of I
g
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was also an approximation (10)
.
The choice of an optimum amplifier time constant based only on ampli-
fier noise can be made from the theoretical expression by differentiating
Eq. (91) with respect to T, setting the result equal to zero, and solving
for t
.
. The optimum value of T is 1.9 usee. The experimental results
optimum
support this choice. The value of the FWHM at t . is obtained by sub-
optimum
stituting t . into Eq. (91) and solving for the FWHM. The optimum
° optimum i \ < o r
FWHM at x . is 4.3 keV. This compares favorably with the lowest ex-
op timum J
perimental FWHM of 6.06 + .10 keV which occurs at t = 1.6 usee.
4.2 Detector Noise Contribution to Energy Resolution Spreading
The theoretical expression for detector energy resolution spreading
(FWHM) due to shot effect noise (Eq. 92) is a function of the experimental
variables I
,
, the detector leakage current, and x, the amplifier time con-
stant. Therefore, a great deal of attention was given to the experimental
determination of the detector leakage current. Leakage data were taken
immediately upon placing the detector into the detector chamber under vacuum
and also during the course of the experimentation. These data are exhibited
in Fig. (21). Leakage current data taken by the manufacturer are also in-
cluded in this figure. It was noticed that the leakage current stabilized
after a few days and remained constant over the data collection period
(approximately one month). Equilibrium values of leakage current were much
greater than the manufacturer's results and those results obtained immedi-
ately after removing the detector from the storage dessicator. It is pos-
sible that the detector surface may have become, contaminated with vacuum pump
oil which reduced its resistivity. It is known that this type of detector
is very sensitive to surface condition and treatment (20).
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Eq. (92) does not account for thermal noise produced in the detector
since detectoi thermal noise is a negligibly small contributor to the total
detector noise. Eq. (92) predicts energy resolution spreading due to de-
tector leakage current shot noise. It has been assumed that effects of
generation-recombination noise were adequately accounted for in Eq. (92).
The variation oT the energy resolution spreading (FWHM) due to detector
noise as a function of detector leakage current is given in Fig. (22).
Both experimental and theoretical results are given. The theoretical ex-
pression generally overestimates the detector noise contribution to the
FWHM. This overestimation of the FWHM is contrary to the results of
Monteith (18) who found that the detector leakage current shot effect
noise was generally an underestimate of the detector noise contribution to
the FWHM. A possible explanation of this disagreement follows: Masuda
and Takcda (17) state that the detector leakage current consists of two
component currents, one of which is correlated with detector noise, and
one component current which is not correlated with the noise. The current
not associated with the noise was attributed to surface leakage current
and comprised a large, fraction of the total leakage current (17). The
theoretical detector noise FWHM as predicted by Eq. (92) was based on the
detector leakage current data exhibited in Fig. (21). These leakage
current v.Hues are unusually large and have been assumed to contain much
surface Leak ge due to effects previously mentioned. Therefore, Eq. (92)
could be expected to yield unusually large theoretical values of FWHM.
The higher values of experimental detector noise FWHM at low lea]
currents - attrib to increased -\~tector capacitance at the low
volte /.ess than 20 Volts) associated with the lev leakage
cu- I detector capacitance r< Lted In Increased amplifier
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shot noise [see Eq. (91)]. According to Eq. (97) the detector noise
contribution to the FWHM is equal to the square root of the difference of
the amplifier plus detector noise FWHM squared and the amplifier noise FWHM
squared. The increased amplifier shot noise contributed to the amplifier
plus detector noise FWHM in Eq . (97). However, the amplifier noise FWHM
was measured while the original constant value of capacitance was connected
to the amplifier input. Therefore, the detector noise FWHM showed an in-
crease in value.
The effects of varying the amplifier time constant on the detector
noise FWHM are shown in Fig. (23) for V. . =40 Volts, Fig. (24) for° bias
V.. =70 Volts, and Fig. (25) for V, . = 100 Volts. Both theoreticalbias bias
and experimental results are given. General agreement exists between
theoretical and experimental results, especially at higher bias voltages.
Eq. (92) underestimates the FWHM at low values of t and overestimates the
FWHM at high values of x. The overestimation can be explained by the argu-
ments presented earlier about the excess leakage current effect on the shot
noise prediction which is proportional to t. The underestimation may be
explained by the following arguments: At low values of x, the shot noise
prediction of the FWHM will be low [see Eq. (92)]. It has been stated
earlier that 1/ f noise would be expected to remain constant when the effect
of the pulse-shaping circuits is taken into account. The experimental
values of FWHM as a function of x for all three bias voltages reach a min-
imum value of about 9 keV. This value may be assigned to the V f noise.
This author can give no explanation for the slight increase in experimental
FWHM at low bias voltages and low values of x. This effect does not appear
at V, . = 100 Volts,bias
Although fairly good agreement exists between experimental values of
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detector noise and predictions according to Eq. (92), an attempt was made
to fit the data (FWHM vs I, T ) by the least-squares method to several func-
tions. These functions and the data are shown in Fig. (26), The pre-
diction of Eq. (92) is included for comparison purposes. For values of
I.t less than 0.1, the FWHM data begins to increase in value, and these
data were not used in the fitting procedure. The function FWHM =
a, + b- I.t fits the data very well for the range of Ft of most utility
(0.1<I,t<2.5). The function FWHM = a„ + b„/ 1,7 + C„I,t fits the data
a J J a 3 a
most closely over the range of 0.1<I,t<5.0.
When the detector temperature was reduced to approximately 9 C, the
detector current decreased from 1.68 yA to 1.52 uA, and experimental de-
tector noise (FWHM) increased from 18.1 + 0.1 keV to 20.8+0.1 keV.
Eq. (92) predicts 22.6 keV. Cooling the detector should have reduced the
noise as well as the detector leakage current (20) . It is possible that
the cooling reduced only the surface leakage current not contributing to
the detector noise. This author can give no explanation for the slight in-
crease in detector noise as the detector temperature was lowered.
Optimum spectrometer operating conditions based only on Eq. (92) are
low values of detector bias voltage (low leakage current) and low values of
T. Other considerations such as charge collection must be taken into
account when determining the true optimum conditions.
241
4.3 Spectrometer Response to Am Alpha Particles
Two representative alpha particle energy spectra taken with the exper-
imental apparatus are shown in Figs. (27) and (28). The spectrum of Fig.
(27) was taken at 298 K with a detector bias of 40 Volts and an amplifier
time constant of 0.4 ysec. The spectrum of Fig. (28) was taken at 298 K
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with a detector bias of 100 Volts and an amplifier time constant of
0.4 ysec. It is clear that neither of the spectra exactly follows a nor-
mal distribution. Both have higher counts in the lower channel numbers
than would be expected of a true normal distribution. Two explanations
for this deviation of the data from the normal distribution are as
follows: Roux (22) found that the energies of uncollimated alpha parti-
cles which had traversed a thin absorber were described by an energy dis-
tribution having a higher probability for low energy particles than that
predicted by a normal distribution [see Fig. (4)]. Collimation of the
alpha particles in the experiment was achieved by a relatively large
source-to-detector distance. The detector thus intercepted a small solid
angle as measured from the source, and the alpha particle paths were
nearly parallel to each other. This collimation may not have been ade-
quate, and some low energy tail on the energy distribution may have re-
sulted.
Another possible cause of the low energy tail is the existence of
241
5.435 MeV alpha particles from the Am source. These emissions are
given off 12 per cent of the time, while the emissions of main concern in
this work, 5.477 MeV alpha particles, are emitted 85 per cent of the time.
Alpha particles of several other energies are given off very rarely and
may be assumed to have a negligible effect on the measured energy spectra.
The 5.435 MeV alpha particles are emitted only 42 keV lower in energy than
the 5.477 MeV particles. The resolution of the spectrometer was not suf-
ficient to separate these two particle energies adequately. Therefore,
.the lower energy peak contributes to the low energy tail of the alpha par-
ticle spectrum.
In order to compare the theoretical predictions for the FWHM of the
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alpha particle spectra, each experimental energy spectrum was fitted with
three normal distributions represented by Figs. (27) and (28). The first,
data fit used only the data appearing between the channels corresponding
to the half-heights of the energy distribution. The second data fit used
only the data appearing in channel numbers equal to and greater than the
channel in which the most counts were collected. The third data fit used
only the data appearing in channel numbers equal to or less than the
channel number in which the most counts were collected. The theoretical
expression for the alpha particle spectrum FWHM was derived assuming a
normally distributed spectrum. No allowance was made in the theoretical
expression for uncollimated alpha particles or for lower energy emitted
alpha particles. Therefore, the theoretical predictions for the FWHM were
compared with the FWHM of the experimental data determined by the data fit
using only the data in channels higher than or equal to the channel in
which the most counts were collected. The data fit using data in channel
numbers lower than or equal to the channel in which the most counts were
collected is shown in Figs. (27) and (28) to illustrate the low energy
tail effect.
The FWHM of the data shown in Figs. (27) and (28) for the different
fits used are given in Table II.
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TABLE II. Alpha Particle Energy Spectrum
FWHM for Different Data Fitting
Procedures.
V FWHM (keV) FWHM (keV) FWHM (keV)
. . (Data Used (High Energy (Low Energy
Figure (Volts; Between Half-Height) 1/2 Fit) ' 1/2 Fit)
27 40 124.6+3.0 95.1+6.4 159.7+5.0
28 100 64.51 + .82 45.6 + 1.1 163. + 20.
The variation of the alpha particle energy spectrum FWHM with respect
to detector bias voltage is given in Fig. (29). Agreement between the
theoretical expression [Eq. (90)] and data does not become close except
at the highest bias voltages. This disagreement can be explained by
charge collection problems in the detector (explained in Section 2.3) which
become more acute as the detector bias is decreased.
The variation of the alpha particle energy spectrum FWHM with respect
to t, the amplifier time constant, for different detector bias voltages is
given in Fig. (30) for V, . =40 Volts, Fig. (31) for V.. =70 Volts,bias bias
and Fig. (32) for V, . = 100 Volts. Both theoretical and experimental° bias
values are given. Agreement is generally not close except for the case
where V, . = 100 Volts and T = 0.8 usee.bias r
The experimental FWHM's exhibit a minimum value as x is varied. This
minimum value occurs at smaller values of x as the detector bias is in-
creased (and thus detector leakage current is increased) . This variation
of x .. with detector bias voltage is qualitatively predicted by the
optimum n
theoretical expression, but predicted x's are lower in value than measured
quantities.
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The FWHM resulting from subtracting the theoretical energy resolution
variances due to particle statistics in the detector, detector window,
source self-absorption, and measured amplifier plus detector noise from
the total alpha particle energy spectrum is shown in Fig.'s (33) and (34).
This FWHM is a measure of the energy resolution spreading due to incom-
plete charge collection and possibly other unknown energy resolution
spreading effects. Fig. (33) shows the variation of this excess FWHM
with respect to the detector bias voltage. The excess FWHM decreased as
the bias voltage increased. This behavior of the excess FWHM corresponds
to that behavior expected from charge collection problems.
Fig. (34) illustrates the variation of the excess FWHM with respect
to amplifier time constant. The excess FWHM seems to depend on two com-
peting effects as t is varied. One effect is proportional to some positive
power of x» the other proportional to some negative power of t. This
author can offer no explanation of a charge collection mechanism which
would behave in this manner with respect to t.
Lowering the detector temperature from 298 K to 282 K reduced the
alpha spectrum FWHM from 46.0 + 2.6 keV to 37.9 + 2.7 keV. The detector
bias was 100 Volts, and the amplifier time constant was 0.4 usee when
these data were taken. The decrease of FWHM with decreasing temperature
was not due to a decrease in detector noise. Different PHA's were used to
take data at the different temperatures. This could account for some of
the difference in FWHM taken at the two temperatures.
A Student's t-test (4) was performed on the FWHM's and standard de-
viations taken at the two temperatures to determine if the difference in the
mean values was significant. It was found that the difference was not
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significant at the .05 level.
4.4 Conclusions
The attempt to predict the contributions to the total alpha particle
energy spectrum resolution spreading due to amplifier and detector noise
was a qualified success. The detector leakage current was excessive, which
led to relatively high predictions of detector noise. Predicted values of
total alpha particle spectrum FWHM were lower than experimental FWHM's due
to serious charge collection problems in the detector. In most cases this
charge collection difficulty contributed more to the energy resolution
spreading than the total of all other known effects. The agreement between
the predicted optimum amplifier time constant for the spectrometer to in-
cident alpha particles was fortuitous since the theoretical expression for
the total FWHM could not account for the charge collection effect, the
major contributor to the FWHM. A valid prediction for the total FWHM must
await a quantitative theory for the resolution degradation due to charge
collection difficulties.
The improvement of energy resolution due to reduced detector temper-
ature was not verified by this work. The equipment was not suitable to re-
duce the detector temperature significantly.
5.0 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The detector used in this work appeared to suffer from a deterioration
of surface conditions after being placed in the vacuum chamber. Part of
this problem may have been caused by vacuum pump oil contamination. The
contamination problem could be reduced in further work by a better pump and
a zeolite trap between the pump and the detector chamber.
Detector energy resolution could be improved by cooling the detector
temperatures significantly lower than ambient. A new detector chamber de-
signed with a cooling provision would be required.
Premium grade detectors are available which have better energy
resolution characteristics than the device used in this work. Future work
requiring good energy resolution should be performed with a premium grade
detector.
More study is warranted of the charge collection problem inherent in
this type of detector. The relative importance of the recombination effect
could be studied by taking FWHM measurements of beta particle energy spec-
tra. The beta particles produce fewer ion pairs per unit path length and
therefore recombination effects would be reduced. Study of the behavior
of the excess noise (as defined in this paper, not /_ noise) with respect
to the amplifier time, constant is warranted. This excess noise is be-
lieved to be linked to the charge collection process.
Autocorrelation techniques could be used to determine the frequency
distribution of detector noise power, both with and! without ionizing parti-
cles intercepting the detector. This technique could yield information about
noise producing mechanisms in the detector
.
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APPENDIX A
Theory of the Lithium-Drifted Semiconductor Detector
Many references are available concerning the theory of operation of
lithium-drifted semiconductor detectors (5, 21, 25). The following dis-
cussion reviews the literature cited and is not intended to be a complete
development of detector theory.
The lithium-drifted semiconductor detector is similar in operation
to the diffused p-n junction radiation detector. It has the advantage of
a relatively thick sensitive volume allowing accurate measurement of the
total ionization produced by incident high energy particles. This detec-
tor is noted for low leakage current at ambient temperatures.
The technique of producing lithium-drifted detectors was originated
by Pell (19) . The detector material usually employed is very high purity
silicon containing a small percentage of the acceptor impurity, boron,
which is the most difficult impurity to remove. Lithium, an interstitial
donor impurity, has a diffusion coefficient nearly 10 times that of the
more common n-type doping materials (phosphorus, gallium, etc.). In an
electric field, lithium ions migrate very readily. The effects of the
drifted lithium ions may be made to predominate over diffusion in the tem-
perature range from 100 C to 400 C.
At room temperature, the boron impurity atoms in the silicon are
fully ionized. Donor impurities can be added to the p-type silicon to the
extent that the concentration of ionized donors is approximately equal to
the concentration of ionized boron acceptors. The concentration of extrin-
sic carriers is equal to the difference between the two impurity concen-
trations and is much smaller than either one (5) . The only difference be-
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tween exactly compensated silicon and true intrinsic silicon is the lower
carrier -mobilities and lifetimes • due to the charged impurity centers in
the lattice of the compensated silicon (5)
.
The compensation of extrinsic carriers is accomplished by the lith-
ium ions drifting in an electric field in the silicon. One surface of a
very pure p-type silicon wafer is coated with a lithium suspension. The
wafer is heated, and the lithium diffuses into the wafer. The lithium
concentration as a function of the distance x into the wafer is shown in
Fig. (A-l):
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Fig. A-l Donor and acceptor impurity concentrations.
1SL and N, are the donor and ai
D A
concentrations, respectively.
N cceptor impurity
At x = a, the concentration of lithium is equal to the acceptor impurity
concentration. A reverse electric potential of 10-300 Volts is applied
across the thickness of the silicon wafer. The temperature of the wafer
is kept between 120 C and 250 C. Under the influence of the electric
field, the lithium ions drift deeper into the depleted region of the wafer.
The forward ion drift is much larger than the back diffusion in this region:
EpN
D
»DV.N
D ,
where E = electric field intensity,
y = lithium ion mobility,
D = lithium diffusion coefficient.
(A-l)
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Where x<a, N cannot become less than N because of the electric field.
In the region where x>a, N cannot be greater than N since the resulting
space charge would reduce the electric field in that region. The reduced
electric field would reduce N . In this manner, a region where N = N
exists on both sides of x = a as shown in Fig. (A-2):
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Fig. A-2 Donor and acceptor impurity distributions
after drifting process.
EPN
D
= DV-N
D
.
The maximum width of the depletion region is attained when back diffusion
of the lithium ions equals the forward drift:
(A-2)
At deep lithium ion penetrations, the electric field causing the drift is
reduced because of the accumulation of the space charge produced by the
thermal generation current (25) . Thermal generation current is caused by
thermally excited charge carriers being swept from the depletion region by
the electric field.
When the lithium-drifted detector is operated with a reverse bias,
the residual carriers are swept from the intrinsic region. A space charge
is developed at both edges of the intrinsic region which results in an
electric field distribution as shown in Fig. (A- 3)
:
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Fig. A- 3 Electric field distribution in a lithium-drifted
detector under reverse bias
The resistance of the depletion region is very high. Thus, most of
the bias voltage appears across the depletion region, thereby producing a
very high electric field intensity. Very little leakage current passes
through the high resistance of the depletion region. This condition min-
imizes current leakage noise and detector heating.
When an energetic charged particle traverses the depletion region
of a semiconductor detector, it dissipates its energy by producing electron-
hole pairs. The average energy dissipated by a 5 MeV alpha particle while
producing one electron-hole pair in silicon is 3.61 + .01 eV (5). This
average amount of energy, which is needed to produce one electron-hole pair,
is somewhat dependent on the mass and energy of the primary particle (5).
The electron-hole pairs are immediately swept from the sensitive vol-
ume to the oppositely charge electrode. These moving charges induce
charges in the external circuit connected to the detector. A typical de-
tector circuit is shown in Fig. (A-4) . R. is the detector load resistor,
and V,. is the d.c. detector bias voltage,bias °
\
I— +
I
bias
Fig. A-4 Schematic diagram of the detector and
external bias circuit
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The charge Q induced in the external detector circuit by the motion
of a charge Ne through a distance Ax is
Q - Nw ^| , (A-3)
where N = total number of ion pairs produced,
w = energy dissipated per ion pair,
V = total potential across the detector,
AV = potential difference corresponding to Ax.
It is assumed for Eq. (A-3) that no charge is trapped in the detector. When
the electron-hole pairs released in the detector reach the collecting elec-
trodes, no more charge is induced in the detector circuit.
The induced charge Q produces a voltage pulse V in the associated
detector circuitry:
where (EC) = sum of all amplifier input capacitances
(detector, cables, amplifier housing, etc.).
It has been found that the capacitance of lithium-drifted silicon detectors
remains relatively constant as the detector bias voltage is varied (21).
The detector charge collection time is the time required for the
electron-hole pairs generated by incident radiation to move to their re-
spective electrodes. The collection time for holes is longer than for
electrons, assuming they both travel the same distance. Technical Measure-
ments Corporation (TMC) (20) gave the following equation and constants to
be used to compute the collection time for their lithium-drifted silicon
detectors
:
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Wdd
2
t = TT seconds . (A-5)
c u V,
.bias
where W,, = depth of depletion region (cm.),
da
\x = mobility of particular charge carrier
(1350 —
—V"r" for electrons, 480 =-=- for holes),
sec Volt sec Volt
V. . = detector bias (Volts),bias
Accurate determination of the particle energy by a lithium-drifted
detector requires that all of the ions be collected at the electrodes of
the detector. Several processes work to oppose complete ion collection.
Trapping and recombination may prevent released electrons and holes from
traversing the detector. Trapping of both electrons and holes may occur
at crystal imperfections. Such trapping may set up a space charge which
reduces the electric field in the region. Recombination of charge carriers
may occur at recombination centers along the path of the primary particle
before the charges are separated. This phenomenon is especially important
for heavy ionized particles such as alpha particles and fission products.
The recombined pair cannot contribute to the detector signal.
Lithium-drifted silicon detectors have been used to detect many
kinds of nuclear particles: alpha, beta, gamma, and fission fragments.
Sensitive volumes as thick as 1 cm have been constructed by carefully
controlling the lithium-ion-drifting process (21). The wide range of de-
pletion depths available allows one to discriminate against detection of
unwanted particles which have mean path lengths greater than the detector
depletion layer.
Lithium-drifted silicon detectors offer great utility in particle
energy spectrometry. Their resolution capability is greater than that of
scintillation crystals. Low cost, reliability, and convenience of operation
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recommend the use of lithium-drifted detectors for applications requiring
good energy resolution. Lithium-drifted detectors are thus an important
class of detectors offering much flexibility in particle research.
APPENDIX B
Variance and Mean of the Total Energy Resolution Spreading
Normal Distribution Due to Normally Distributed Energy
Resolution Effects
Assume that E.. and E„ are independent random energy variables, nor-
mally distributed. Each variable corresponds to the energy contribution
of a particular energy resolution spreading effect, such as amplifier
noise. p
1
(E-) and p~ (E ) are the normal distribution functions giving
the relative frequency of appearance per unit energy of the random energy
variables E
1
and E~
p i (V = 7^r~1 J- /2tt o. exp (Er-Ei)
2
2a.
(B-l)
and
P2
(E
2 )
= exp "
2tt a. 2a 2
(B-2)
where
o. = standard deviation of p.. (E )
,
a~ = standard deviation of p~ (E„)
— = mean of p (E ) distribution,E
1
JL -L
E 9
= mean of p (E ) distribution.
Let the probability that E. has a value between constants a
1
and b
1
,
i.e.,
that E- is in condition { G } , be P { G } . Let the probability that E
has a value between constants a„ and b be P { H }. If events G and H are
independent, the probability that they occur simultaneously is
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P {GrtH} = p {g}-P {H}
,
(B-3)
where the symbol f) signifies the intersection of events G and H.
Since A
P {G} = Pl<V dEx (B-4)
and
P (H) =
r
b
2
P 2
(E
2
) dE
2 ,
(B-5)
then
P {GHH} =
b
l r
b
2
a
l
a
2
P1
(E
1)p 2 (E2
)dE
1 dE ; (B-6)
The probability that the sum of E and E is less than or equal to a
constant t is given by
P {E
1
+ E
2
<t} =
r
p1
(E
1)p 2 (E2
)dE
1
dE
2
(B-7)
E1+E2
<t
The range of integration of the integral in Eq. (B-7) will be examined with
the aid of Fig. (B-l)
:
E1+E2
= t.
or E
2
= t-E
Fig. (B-l) Graph Illustrating Range of Integration of Eq. (B-7)
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The integration area of interest in Eq. (B-7) lies below and to the left
of the line whose equation is E
1
+ E = t. Performing the integration in
Eq. (B-7) first over E.. and then over E~ yields
If
then
then
t-E,
P {E^+E^t} dE
1p 1
(E
1
) dE
2p 2
(E
2
) . (B-8)
E = E
±
+ E
2 ,
(B-9)
P {E<t} =
J
dE
1p 1
(E
1
) dE P
2
(E-E
1
) , (B-10)
or
If
P {E<t} = dE dE
1p 1
(E
1)p 2 (E-E1 )
—CO —CO
(B-ll)
p(E) = P 1 (E 1 ) p 2 (E-E1)dE1 (B-12)
P {x<t} = p(E)dE (B-13)
Eq.'s (B-l) and (B-2) can be substituted into Eq. (B-12) with the result
p(E)
2770^2
exp
-
(vv 2
2o
2
(E-ErE2 )
2
dE, . (B-14)
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Eq. (B-14) may be integrated and simplified to
2
p(E) = — exp
/ 2tto
-(E-E)'
2a
2
(B-15)
where
2 2^2 (B-16)
E = E
x
+ E
2
(B-17)
Eq.'s (B-16) and (B-17) may be generalized easily to predict the standard
deviation and mean of the total energy resolution spreading distribution
due to n independent component energy resolution spreading distributions:
total
2 2 :
a, + o n + . . . + al Z n
(B-18)
or
i = f 2 2
total a, + a_ +...+ a
(B-19)
and
E_ . . = E.. + E_ + ... + E
total 12 n (B-20)
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APPENDIX C
Relationship Between the FWHM and Standard Deviation of a
Normal Pulse-Height Energy Distribution
Assume the following normal distribution of particle energy. The
integral of this distribution with respect to energy between the limits
- °° and +00 has been normalized to one.
2a
?
p(E) = 1 exp
/~27TO
~(E~E)
2
J
(C-l)
where E = random energy variable,
p(E) = probability per unit energy of detecting a particle of
energy E,
a = standard deviation in units of energy,
E = mean particle energy.
The function p(E) is a maximum at E = E. The value of p(E) at E = E is
tp(E)]
max / 2tt o
(C-2)
The value of p(E) at the "haIf-maximum" points is
or
2/2tT a
The values of E for p(E) = /r—
the relationship
may be obtained by solving for E in
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2/2tt a /2tt a
exp
-(E-E)
2a
2 (C-3)
The result is
E = E + 1.177a . (C-4)
The FWHM is defined as the width (energy) between the values of
[ p(E) ] /2, thereforer max '
FWHM =2.35 a . (C-5)
APPENDIX D
Determination of the Mean Energy Loss and Energy Loss
Variance Due to Source Self-Absorption
The FWHM of the energy resolution spreading due to source self-
absorption in alpha particle sources similar to the source used in this
work was given as 8 keV (6). According to Eq. (18), the standard de-
viation of the mean energy loss due to fluctuations in the mean energy
loss of alpha particles traversing a thin absorber (window) is
"window = Eo I °' 01 (1
" e
l
)1/2
> •
CD-I)
where E = alpha particle energy before traversing the absorber,
1 r
o
E' = mean energy of the alpha particles after traversing the
absorber.
The FWHM of the energy loss distribution is
.
JE
1 1/2
_o
J
o
or
— 1/2
FWHM = .0235 [E (E - E T ) 1 ' . (D-3)
o o o
The quantity (E - E') is the mean energy loss of the alpha particles
and
<Eo-^ = t S) 2 h CI--4)
o
FWHM = 2.35 [ 0.01E (1- ~) ] (D-2)
O E
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Since E = 5 All MeV for ' Am alpha particles,
(E
o
- ^ " t ToTif" ? I 5477T5V ] (D"5)
or
Since
and
or
(E - E') = 21 keV. (D-6)
o o
FWHM = 2.35 a,
2
r
FWHM-,2 ,_ _.
a - [y^] (D-7)
a
2
- t'f^l 2 (D-8)source 2.35
self-absorption
a
2
= 12 keV
2
. (D-9)
source v '
self-absorption
APPENDIX E
Determination of the Mean Energy Loss and Energy Loss
Variance Due to the Detector Window
TMC (20) suggests the use of 0.5 micron of silicon as a represent-
ative estimate of the window or insensitive region of their lithium-drift-
ed silicon detectors. The mean energy of the alpha particles incident on
the surface of the detector window is obtained by subtracting the mean en-
ergy loss due to source self-absorption (see Appendix D) from the emitted
241
energy of Am alpha particles. The mean energy of alpha particles in-
cident on the detector face is
E f = 5477 keV - 21 keV, (E-l)
where 21 keV = the mean energy loss due to source self-absorption
or
E f = 5456 keV . (E-2)
o
The specific energy loss of 5.456 MeV alpha particles in silicon is
approximately 136 keV/micron (27). Since the detector window is assumed
to be 0.5 micron of silicon, the mean alpha particle energy loss in the
detector window is 68 keV.
Since
FWHM = .0235 [ E ? (E T - E") J 1 ^ 2 , (E-3)
* o o o
where E' = mean alpha particle energy before traversing detector win-
dow,
E' f = mean energy of the alpha particles having traversed the
detector window,
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[see Appendix D, Eq. (D-3)], then
or
Since
then
or
FWHM = .0235 [ 5456 keV (68 keV) ]
1 ^ 2 (E-4)
detector
window
FWHM = 14.5 keV . (E-5)
detector
window
FWHM /it *\
°
=
2^5 ' (E
" 6)
2 . 14.5 keV .2 /T, -,*adetector
=
[
-T35~ ] (E_7)
window
Oj
(
=38 keV2 . (E-8)detector
window
APPENDIX F
Calculation of Detector Capacitance
The detector capacitance was calculated using Eq. (98)
*<
A , - hhr^ x 10 12 f „det 4ttW,, '
da
where k = relative permittivity of silicon (12)
2
A = detector area (1.1 cm ),
W,j = detector depletion depth (.05 cm).
The final expression for C, may be obtained by substituting the
values of the constants given into Eq. (98):
m (1.1) (12) (1.1) (10
12
)
det " 4-rr (.05)
or
C, = 23 x 10
12
Fdet
APPENDIX G
Tabulation of Experimental Results
Detector Leakage Current Variation
with Detector Bias Voltage
V,. (Volts)
bias
Manufacturer '
s
I
D
(pA)
Initial
i
D
(yA)
Equilibrium
i
D
(yA)
10 .25 .17 .200
20 .22 .365
30 .25 .505
40 .28 .640
50 .35 .32 .785
60 .36 .910
70 .39 1.06
80 .43 1.21
90 1.37
100 .39 1.56
Energy Resolution Spreading Due to Amplifier Noise
as a Function of Amplifier Time Constant
t (usee) Mean FWHM (keV)
.05 24.1 ± 2.5
.1 16.80 ± .51
.2 11.95 ± .22
.4 8.74 ± .13
.8 8.29 ± .28
1.6 6.06 ± .10
3.2 6.18 ± .04
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Variation of Energy Resolution Spreading Due to
Detector Noise with Amplifier Time Constant
for V,
.,
= 40, 70, and 100 Voltsbias
Vv . (Volts) x (ysec) Mean FWHM (keV)bias
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
.05 12.97 ± .36
.10 9.67 ± .16
.20 9.01 ± .10
.40 9.92 ± .08
.80 14.23 ± .08
1.6 21.72 ± .22
3.2 35.12 ± .09
.05 10.24 ± .22
.10 8.98 ± .19
.20 9.96 ± .17
.40 13.69 ± .26
.80 19.88 ± .05
1.6 33.07 ± .09
3.2 52.62 ± .30
.05 8.89 ± .68
.10 6.39 ± .27
.20 12.11 ± .03
.40 18.07 ± .08
.80 25.08 ± .02
1.6 43.36 ± .18
3.2 68.50 ± .40
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Variation of Excess Energy Resolution Spreading FWHM with
Amplifier Time Constant (V,
.
= 40, 70, and 100 Volts)bias '
V.. (Volts) i(ysec) Mean FWHM (keV)bias .
509. + 40.
239. + 33.
113. + 11.
90.4 + 4.8
141.1 + 6.4
115.6 + 3.1
40 .05
40 .10
40 .20
40 .40
40 .80
40 1.6
40 3.2 173.6 ± 5.3
70 .05
70 .10
70 .20
70 .40
70 .80
70 1.6
70 3.2
100 .05
100 .10
100 .20
100
.40
100
"
.80
100 1.6
100 3.2
180. + 16.
89.2 + 0.8
63.4 + 2.2
53.3 + 4.5
59.7 + 2.0
109.6 + 3.9
212.4 + 7.2
127.3 + 9.1
67.6 + 2.6
38.5 + 1.9
37.8 + 3.1
36.1 + 2.1
117.6 + 0.9
249.9 + 6.5
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Variation of Energy Resolution Spreading Due to Detector
Noise with Detector Leakage Current and Bias Voltage
V,. (Volts)bias
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
i
D
(yA) Mean FWHM (keV)
.200 16.45 + .12
.365 11.73 + .05
.505 12.36 + .09
.640 14.23 + .08
.785 15.97 + .08
.910 17.80 + .14
1.06 19.88 + .05
1.21 21.84 + .13
1.37 23.76 + .07
1.56 25.08 + .02
Variation of the Energy Resolution of the Spectrometer to
241
Am Alpha Particles with Detector Bias Voltage (r=0.8 ysec)
V,. (Volts)bias Mean FWHM (keV)
10 811. + 26.
20 211.8 + 2.0
30 174.7 + 5.4
40 139.0 + 0.5
50 108.2 + 3.6
60 87.9 + 6.2
70 65.7 + 1.8
80 56.3 + 0.9
90 51.3 + 4.3
100 47.8 + 1.5
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Variation of the Excess Energy Resolution Spreading
FWHM with Detector Bias Voltage (t = 0.8 ysec)
V, . (Volts) Mean FWHM (keV)bias v
10 810. ± 26.
20 210.6 ± 2.0
30 173.3 ± 5.4
40 137.0 ± 0.5
50 105.4 ± 3.8
60 84.0 ± 6.5
70 59.7 ± 2.0
80 48.2 ± 1.1
90 41.1 ± 5.4
100 36.1 ± 2.1
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Variation of the Energy Resolution of the Spectrometer to
241
Am Alpha Particles with Amplifier Time Constant
(V,. = 40, 70, and 100 Volts)bias
V,. (Volts) T(usec) Mean FWHM (keV)bias . r
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
.05 510. + 40.
.10 224.1 + 6.4
.20 115. + 11.
.40 92.9 + 4.6
.80 143.0 + 6.3
1.6 119.0 + 3.0
3.2 178.1 + 5.1
.05 182. + 15.
.10 92.7 + 0.8
.20 67.4 + 2.1
.40 58.2 + 4.2
.80 65.7 + 1.8
1.6 115.9 + 3.6
3.2 219.5 + 7.0
.05 130.7 + 8.8
.10 72.2 + 2.4
.20 45.3 + 1.6
.40 46.0 + 2.6
.80 47.8 + 1.5
1.6 126.6 + 0.9
3.2 259.8 + 6.2
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ABSTRACT
A study of the contributors to the resolution spreading of a lithium-
241
drifted silicon semiconductor detector energy spectrometer to Am alpha
particles was completed. Theoretical expressions for the energy resolution
spreading due to amplifier noise, detector noise, particle statistics, source
self-absorption, and detector entrance window were reviewed and combined into
one expression. This theoretical expression was a function of, among others,
three parameters which could be varied experimentally. These parameters were
t, the amplifier time constant of differentiation and integration, I,, the
detector reverse leakage current, and T, the detector and amplifier ambient
temperature. The variation of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
alpha particle energy distribution with the parameters t, I , and T is pre-
sented by comparing experimental and theoretical results. The contributions
to the total FWHM of the alpha particle energy distribution due to both detector
noise and amplifier noise were predicted and compared with values of FWHM de-
termined by noise measurements.
The theoretical variation of the amplifier FWHM contribution to the
total energy resolution with amplifier time constant was found to represent
the experimental variation well; however, the amplifier noise was found to be
a minor contributor to the total energy resolution spreading.
The measured FWHM contribution due to detector noise was generally
lower than that predicted theoretically. The detector noise contribution to
the FWHM was found experimentally to vary linearly as I,x over the range of
I,t used most commonly. Cooling the detector from 298 K to 282 K reduced the
detector leakage current slightly, but did not decrease the measured FWHM due
to detector noise. It is believed that part of the detector leakage current
was not responsible for any detector noise.
The FWHM's of the experimental alpha particle energy spectra were
generally much larger than those predicted theoretically. It was found
experimentally that the best resolution obtained was 45.+ 2. keV FWHM for
241
5.477 MeV alpha particles from Am. This value was measured with an ampli-
fier time constant of 0.2 ysec and a detector bias of 100 Volts. The pre-
dicted resolution spreading for the same operating conditions is 25. keV FWHM.
The disagreement between theoretical and experimental FWHM was attributed
to charge collection problems. Decreasing the detector temperature from
298 K to 282 K had no significant effect on the resolution.

